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Dislocation driven spiral and non-spiral growth in layered chalcogenides: morphology, mechanism, and
mitigation†
Yifan Nie, a Adam T. Barton, a Rafik Addou, a Yongping Zheng, a Lee A. Walsh, a Sarah
M. Eichfeld, b,c Ruoyu Yue, a Christopher Cormier, a Chenxi Zhang, a Qingxiao Wang,
a Chaoping Liang, a Joshua A. Robinson, b,c Moon Kim, a William Vandenberghe, a
Luigi Colombo, d Pil-Ryung Cha, e Robert M. Wallace, a Christopher L. Hinkle, a and
Kyeongjae Cho∗a

Two-dimensional materials have shown great promise for implementation in next-generation devices, however, controlling the film thickness during epitaxial growth remains elusive and must be
fully understood before wide scale industrial application. Currently, uncontrolled multilayer growth
is frequently observed, and not only does this growth mode contradict theoretical expectations,
but it also breaks the inversion symmetry of the bulk crystal. In this work, a multiscale theoretical
investigation aided by experimental evidence is carried out to identify the mechanism of such an
unconventional, yet widely observed multilayer growth in the epitaxy of layered materials. This
work reveals the subtle mechanistic similarities between multilayer concentric growth and spiral
growth. Using the combination of experimental demonstration and simulations, this work presents
an extended analysis on the driving forces behind this non-ideal growth mode, and the conditions
that promote the formation of these defects. Our study shows that multilayer growth can be a
result of both chalcogen deficiency and excess: the former causes metal clustering as nucleation
defects, and the latter generates in-domain step edges facilitating multilayer growth. Based on
this fundamental understanding, our findings provide guidelines for the narrow window of growth
conditions which enables large-area, layer-by-layer growth.

1 Introduction

The controlled epitaxy of two-dimensional (2D) materials, such
as layered chalcogenides, is a necessary requirement for their in-
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dustrial application in novel nanoelectronic and optoelectronic
devices 1–8 . Following the successful growth of high quality
graphene via the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method 9,10 ,
similar efforts have been made to develop epitaxial methods
for high quality growth other 2D materials 11–20 , most of which
are compound materials. Despite these significant technical
advances, a universal growth method that can precisely control the film uniformity, layer number, and defect level is still
yet to be established. To address the challenge, an industryacceptable growth method should also be compatible with the
device-processing environment, where contamination such as inorganic salts, for example, cannot be used. For this reason, this
research utilizes experimental results from films grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) in concert with theoretical simulations
to probe the mechanistic aspects of nucleation and growth behavior in a number of 2D systems.
Recent experimental research has shown that films synthesized
by bottom-up methods exhibit polycrystalline characteristics. The
issues associated with the controlled crystal growth in 2D materiJ
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als can be broken down into intergranular and intragranular categories. The intergranular category includes grain size 21–23 , grain
boundaries 24–26 , and grain registry 27 . The intragranular aspects
include the domain morphology 28–30 , imperfections 31–33 , and
control of the number of layers per grain 23,34–36 . Although many
of these issues have been improved through experimental and
theoretical investigations, the fundamental understanding of the
thickness (layer number) control in each grain is still in its infancy
and requires much more attention before these materials can be
used in industrial applications.
Since the early demonstrations of van der Waals epitaxy, it has
been argued that, due to the absence of strong bonding in the
vertical growth direction, lattice mismatch does not cause an accumulation of strain, which can cause island growth mode with
strain relaxation (e.g., Ge islands on Si) 37,38 . As a result, theory
suggests that under ideal conditions, the growth of the layered
materials should follow the layer-by-layer growth mode. Moreover, both the thermodynamic and kinetic analyses show that,
when stabilized by the substrate, transition metal dichalcogenides
(TMDs), for example, should not deviate from the layer-by-layer
growth mode 35,36 . The resulting domains of layer-by-layer grown
2H-TMDs are expected to show alternatingly-oriented stacked
triangles according to layer structures of 2H bulk phase. This
growth pattern would give the stable stacking sequence and minimizes the edge energy. With the nucleation of each layer an independent events from the underlying layers, the center of the
nucleus on each layer should rarely overlap 39 . However, during
the epitaxy of the 2H-TMDs, the observation of concentric triangles with the same stacking orientation occurs more often than
expected 40–43 , which indicates a different nucleation and growth
mechanism. In addition to the 2H-TMDs, multilayer growth with
broken inversion symmetry can also be observed in the epitaxy of
in hexagonal boron nitride 44 . The continuous formation of this
metastable structure strongly indicates that the nucleation and
growth of each layer is dependent on the underlying layer. Yue et
al. demonstrated that the concentric triangles and the correlated
multilayer growth can be obtained under chalcogen deficient conditions, due to the clustering of metal atoms (Figure 1a) 23 . However, even under growth conditions with a sufficient chalcogen
flux, correlated multilayer growth is still observed, counter to
theoretical predictions (circled region in Figure 1b). In the parlance of crystal growth, the concentric multilayer growth is also
referred to as the close-looped growth, in contrast to open-loop,
spiral growth from surface defects (Figure 1c-f).
In addition to the multilayer growth with closed loops, another
type of multilayer growth with more recognizable strong interlayer interaction is the multilayer growth driven by screw dislocations 45–56 . Various combinations of screw dislocations have been
suggested as causing various patterns of spiral growth observed in
experimental epitaxy (Figure 1b-f) 45 . This growth mode shares
many similarities with the close-looped multilayer growth, with
concentric triangular layers that do not adhere to the bulk crystal inversion symmetry. Such similarities may not just be coincidence. It has been demonstrated that a spiral growth mode can
result in a close-looped termination, obscuring the spiral origin 57 .
Therefore, it is important to rigorously examine spiral growth
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Fig. 1 Experimentally observed multilayer growth with different morphologies. (a): Atomic force microscopy (AFM) image of molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE) grown WSe2 . (b): Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)
image (Vb =1.8 V, It = 0.5 nA) of WSe2 grown by the metal-organic CVD
(MOCVD). A concentric triangle domain without spiral line is circled. (cf): AFM images of CVD grown WSe2 , reproduced from the reference 45
with the permission of ACS.

modes and determine whether there is a connection between spiral growth and the concentric multilayer growth observed in experiment.
In this work, the cause of the multilayer growth in the layered chalcogenides (primarily TMDs and Bi2 Se3 ) is investigated.
Aided by a phase field model 58–60 , we are able to demonstrate the
mechanistic similarity between concentric multilayer growth and
spiral growth, revealing the correlated nature in the initiation and
growth of each layer. We explain the experimentally observed spiral morphologies by connecting their origin with the topographical and atomic features of underlying defects from both the substrate as well as in-grain defects. In addition to the reported
growth morphologies and structures, our model calculates a new
growth mode driven by the coupling of screw dislocations, which
we then experimentally demonstrate for the first time through
the MBE growth of Bi2 Se3 . This new mechanism explains the
frequently observed multilayer growth that breaks the inversion
symmetry expected for 2H crystals, which superficially resembles spiral growth, but exhibits no spiral lines. The mechanism
is transferrable to different material systems, especially chalcogenides, with elements of high dimerization capability. We then
extend the discussion, through first-principles investigations, to
the experimental conditions that facilitate this mechanism. With
the conditions articulated, we can provide the experimental window that will enable thickness controlled, layer-by-layer epitaxy
of 2D materials.

2 Phase field model
The Phase field model is based on an approach that uses a continuous order parameter (denoted by ψ) to distinguish different
phases. The Landau theory of phase transformation treats ψ as
−
a state variable, and therefore its spatial distribution ψ(→
x ) can
58
be used to determine the free energy of the system . In the
following discussions, we consider a two-dimensional isothermal
system, so the temperature dependency is droppend from the rest
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Table 1 Parameters used in the phase-field simulations.

of the discussion.
The base equations of a phase-field model for the layered
growth of a solid include the kinetics of two fields: 1) the distribution of the order parameter (ψ), which describes the phase
transformation, and 2) the concentration field of the precursor
(u), which is governed by the conservation of mass 59 :
τψ

∂H
∂H
=−
= W 2 ∇2 ψ +sin[π(ψ −ψs )]+λ u{1+cos[π(ψ −ψs )]},
∂t
∂ψ
(1)
∂u
u
1 ∂ψ
2
= D∇ u − + F −
.
(2)
∂t
τs
2 ∂t

In Equation (1), ψ/2 represents the height of the epilayer surface,
and ψs /2 is the height of the surface of the substrate (or the underlying layer), in units of monolayer thickness. The derivative of
the bulk free energy density takes the form of a sinusoidal function of ψ with equally spaced multiple minima at ψ − ψs = 2n + 1,
in which n is an integer, and can be interpreted as the deposited
layer number with respect to the reference of ψs . W represents
the interface width. The last term in Equation 1 connects the two
kinetic equations with the coupling constant λ . D is the diffusivity of the precursor, F is the flux of the precursor, and τψ and
τs are the characteristic times of adatom attachment and evaporation, respectively. To simulate a screw dislocation at the origin, ψs
takes the value that makes πψs = atan2(y, x), in which atan2(y, x)
is the polar angle in the x-y plane, and is defined as:

2 arctan( √ y
),
if x > 0 or y 6= 0,
x2 +y2 +x
atan2(y, x) =
π,
if x ≤ 0 and y = 0.
(3)
To simulate multiple screw dislocations, the ψs takes the value
of
ψs = ∑ si hi [(
i

atan2(y − yi , x − xi ) + ϕi
+ 1) mod
π

2 − 1],

(4)

where for each screw dislocation, si is the chirality (or the sign)
of the helix, with the value of ±1; hi is the height of the ridge,
defining the elevation after a full rotation, in units of monolayer
thickness; (xi ,yi ) is the coordinate of the core, and ϕi is the polar angle of the ridge. The modulo operation wraps any angle atan2(y − yi , x − xi ) + ϕi down to its coterminal angle within
[−π, π]. Visualizing the above representations, a single screw dislocation has a contour of Figure 2a, and a pair of screw dislocations with the same sign are like Figure 3a.
As the monolayers of many of the most widely studied 2D materials (except for graphene) possess structural trigonal symmetry,
we include this trigonal symmetry in the simulation and investigate its effect on the growth dynamics. The edge coefficient W
in Equation (1) can be a function of the interfacial orientation,
measured by the direction of ψ represented in polar angle θ 60,61 :
W (θ ) = W0 {1 + δ [1 + cos(νθ )]},

θ = atan2(

∂ψ ∂ψ
,
),
∂y ∂x

(5)

in which δ is the anisotropy strength, and ν is an integer that defines the rotational symmetry of the island. For trigonal symmetry,
ν takes the value of 3. It is noteworthy that once W becomes a

Parameters
Characteristic time of adatom attachment
Characteristic time of adatom desorption
Coupling constant
Diffusion coefficient
Interfacial energy coefficient
Anisotropy strength

Symbol

Value

τψ

1

τs

107

λ
D
W0
δ

19.591
10
1
0.05

functional of ψ, the variation differentiation of H[ψ] in Equation
(1) should be performed properly 62 .
In addition to the structural anisotropy, in principle, D can be
a function of the polar angle to simulate the diffusion anisotropy
of the substrate. In this work, the substrate is assumed to be
isotropic by setting D uniformly across the substrate. The values
of the parameters employed in the simulation are listed in Table 1. The selection of the parameters follows the reference 59 .
Without loss of generality, the time scale and the length scale are
non-dimensionalized with respect to τψ and W0 , respectively. The
model can always rescale space and time so that only D and λ are
the independent variables 60 . For additional details and justification of the model, please refer to the Supporting Information.

3 Results and discussions
3.1 Spiral multilayer growth
The common method for categorizing the 2D materials growth
morphology is based on the shape of the flakes, sorting them into
the triangular (Figure 1b,c), hexagonal (Figure 1d,f), and mixed
types (Figure 1e). Although it is straightforward, this method
does not explicitly reflect the growth mechanism or the material
properties, such as the stacking sequence. In this work, we use
a different approach, starting from the defects and investigating
the causal relationship between those defects and the resultant
flake morphology. In this way, we are able to propose the possible cause of the various spiral and concentric triangle growth
behaviors observed in the experiments. Taking the values of parameters that relate the phase-field model to the sharp-interface
conditions in the Burton-Cabrera-Frank (BCF) theory 60,63,64 (Table 1), we investigate the numerical solutions that have not been
explicitly solved previously.
The most extensively studied case of spiral growth in layered
materials is of the TMD family. Among their spiral growth observed in the experiments, the majority takes the form of a trigonal growth with only one spiral line (see Figure 1b). This can be
easily identified as the continuous growth of a monolayer TMD
along one ridge of the screw dislocation (Figure 2a). This basic
yet prevalent case will be the building block to explain the more
complicated spiral growths. Karma and Plapp have analyzed that,
in steady state, the spiral rotation frequency is proportional to
the flux (F) 60 . The model in this work has confirmed this relation (See the Supporting Information for details), which indicates
that during a spiral growth, the vertical versus lateral growth can
be controlled by the flux. Assuming the same base area, the flake
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Fig. 2 Phase-field simulation result: the contour of ψs (left panels) and ψ
(right panels) of the spiral growth driven by single screw dislocations with
different height. (a) The step height equals the thickness of a monolayer,
and the growth results in a single spiral pyramid. (b) The step height
equals twice the thickness of a monolayer, and the resulting domain consists of two parallel spiral lines.

grown under higher flux will have finer spiral threads (Figure S2).
The height of the step edge also has a strong influence on the
growth mode. In the case of Figure 2a, the height of the step
is equal to the thickness of a monolayer, giving textbook spiral
growth; i.e., the surface is elevated one layer after a full rotation,
and a new “layer” is generated. When the ridge height equals
twice the layer thickness, two layers nucleate and lead to a double spiral growth, which enables each layer to elevate twice its
thickness after a full rotation (Figure 2b).
A two-layer-deep screw dislocation is equivalent to the addition of two one-layer-deep screws with the same sign (left- or
right-handedness) that overlap with each other. In principle, the
ridges of the two dislocations can be apart by an arbitrary angle,
and their cores do not necessarily overlap. Figure 3a shows the
double-spiral growth driven by two screw dislocations that are
180◦ apart. While the inner circles preserve the growth pattern
of single spirals, the outer rings follow a double-spiral growth that
resembles Figure 2b, but is different in the phase, or angle offset
(ϕi in Equation (4)). When the core distance is shorter than the
step width, the inner rings become indistinguishable (Figure 3b).
The comparison of the double-spiral growth driven by different
topography of the substrate reveals the correlation between the
domain morphology and the properties of the underlying imperfections. First of all, in a given material system, the step width is
influenced by the flux. The higher is the flux, the narrower each
step is. Secondly, the distance of the dislocation cores can be deduced from the distance between the two spirals, and the angle
of the ridges from the phase difference of the spirals.
In addition to the expected trigonal domains most frequently
observed (Figure 1b,c), hexagonal domains (Figure 1d,f) and
trigonal-hexagonal intermediate cases (Figure 1e) are also observed, albeit at a much lower frequency 45 . These domains can
4|
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Fig. 3 (a-c) Phase-field simulation result of double-spiral growths: the
contour of ψs (left panels) and ψ (right panels) of the double spiral growth
driven by the combinations of dislocations with the same sign. (d): The
growth from the ψs of (c), but at a higher flux. The right panel of (d)
shows a zoom-in image of its spiral core. The two separate screw dislocations make it possible for the two spiral growths to assume different
orientations, which form the inter-terminating hexagonal shape.

Fig. 4 Hexagonal flakes of trigonal prismatic (left) and octahedral (right)
TMD domains. The gray circles represent metal and the yellow for
chalcogen atoms, the bottom layer of which has a darker shade. While
the edges for the tri-TMD can be categorized into two groups with fundamentally different structures, the six edges of the oct-TMD domain are
structurally equivalent, different only by the interaction with the underlying
substrate (not shown).
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be further categorized into two sets: those consisting of parallel spiral lines (Figure 1d,e), and those with partially overlapping
spirals (Figure 1f). The cause of the parallel spiral lines is as follows. For the epitaxy on an isotropic substrate, the anisotropy of
the film is determined by two factors: 1) the inequity of the different edges on the structural stability (tuned by the anisotropy of W
in Equation (1)); and 2) the reactivity differences of the respective edges (tuned by the anisotropy of τψ ), both of which depend
on the chemical potentials of the precursors. Figure 4 shows the
hexagonal domains of TMDs with the trigonal prismatic (tri-TMD,
or traditionally but less precisely for a monolayer, 2H) and octahedral (oct-TMD, or 1T) structures, with every edge fully chalcogenized. For the tri-TMD, three of the edges contain the bridge
chalcogen atoms only, while the other three edges have dangling
chalcogen atoms. Due to the significant difference of the structure and the reactivity of the two types of edges, tri-TMD domains
are predominantly trigonal. However, under certain growth conditions, controlled by the ratio of the metal and the chalcogen
precursors, the growth rate of the two sets of edges can be comparable, or even equal. When the growth rate of the six edges
are equal, the monolayer will grow with the symmetry of a regular hexagon 29 . When the two sets of edges have comparable yet
different growth rates, the monolayer will take the intermediate
form of a hexagon with trigonal symmetry (Figure 1e). This can
be achieved by either of two scenarios: 1) both the reactivity and
energy of the two sets of edges are comparable; 2) the energy
of the two sets of edges are not equal, but the edges with lower
energy are tuned by the precursor environment to have higher
reactivity; thus the low energy edges remain due to their thermodynamic stability, and the high energy edges remain due to their
kinetic inertia. The stringency of the criteria makes the observation of these growth modes rare (for extended discussion and
illustrations, please refer to the Supporting Information). Under
these conditions, driven by one or more screw dislocations with
the same sign, the domains will be naturally hexagonal. The continuum model can only provide multiple mechanistic possibilities
for similar morphologies. Additional atomistic calculations can
be used to determine which possibility makes the most physical
sense in a specific context, such as the example of MoS2 in the
later sections of this work.
Octahedral TMDs, on the other hand, have both bridge and
dangling chalcogen atoms on every edge, therefore the six edges
should, in theory, have the same reactivity. However, in reality,
the domain is always influenced by the substrate, resulting in the
two groups of edges having different reactivity, albeit to a lesser
extent than the tri-TMDs (Figure 4b). Therefore, for oct-TMDs, a
six-edge flake can be obtained more easily. This has been demonstrated by Wu et al. through experiments and phase-field modeling of the spiral growth of SnSe2 55 .
The other type of hexagonal growth is driven by a distinct
mechanism. Instead of parallel spiral lines, they possess two sets
of spiral lines that both terminate into each other, forming two alternating sets of trigonal layers with opposite orientation (Figure
1f). Although more complex in appearance, it is the second most
frequently observed multi-layer grain type, according to Shearer
et al. 45 This mechanism is unique for crystals with a three-fold ro-

Fig. 5 Phase-field simulation result of the cancellation of spirals: the
contour of ψs (left panels) and ψ (right panels) of the growth driven by
the combinations of dislocations with different signs. Although the inner
rings preserve the independent spiral lines, when they meet in the outer
rings, the spiral lines cancel out and form closed-loop multilayer growth.

tational symmetry, and a six-fold screw symmetry, represented by
the 2H-TMDs such as MoS2 and WSe2 . During an epitaxy, these
types of materials can form the AB stacking sequence with opposite (180◦ rotated) orientations. When driven by dislocations that
can accommodate two layers, the two spiral growths can assume
the opposite orientation, resulting in the spiral growth of alternating triangles (Figure 3c). Under a high flux, when the step width
is reduced, the vertices of one trigonal layer will be terminated by
the edges of the underlying layer, resulting in hexagonal growth
driven by alternating trigonal symmetry (Figure 3d). The stacking
sequence of this configuration resembles that of a 2H structure,
thus its vibrational spectroscopy resembles the 2H crystal 45 . This
type of hexagonal growth is only possible when there are at least
two separate spiral growths, as the continuous growth driven by
a single screw is in fact a single growth folded into multilayers.
This growth mode can only cause translational misalignment, but
not the rotational operation essential to establish the AB stacking.
3.2 Non-spiral multilayer growth
So far in this work, only the combinations of screw dislocations
with the same chirality have been examined, and they can be used
to demonstrate the cause of almost all of the complex growth patterns reported in experiments. However, screw dislocations with
opposite signs can also couple with each other. When a pair of
opposite screw dislocations are in line and share the ridge, they
form a short step edge that terminates at the center of the grain
(Figure 5a). Driven by this step edge, two opposite spiral growths
will be generated, with each growth centered at one of the two
ends of the step edge. Interestingly, in the outer rings, the two spirals cancel each other out, and result in closed-loop growth. This
type of defect is traditionally named a Frank-Read source 65 . Its
spontaneous formation and the growth aftermath have not been
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Fig. 6 STM (a-c) and AFM (d,f) images of the MBE Bi2 Se3 . Different
stages of the growth driven by a short step edge is labeled in numbers.
The height profile along the lines in the AFM images are also included in
(e). STM conditions for a, b, and c are Vb = 1.7 V and It =0.7 nA, 2V and
0.5 nA, and 1.7 V and 0.5 nA, respectively.

previously identified and reported in the epitaxy of 2D materials.
Bismuth selenide (Bi2 Se3 ) is a layered chalcogenide known to be
prone to spiral growth. Compared to refractory metals such as Mo
and W, the clustering of Bi can be better controlled. We have carried out the molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) growth experiment
of Bi2 Se3 in search of this behavior.
Figure 6 shows the scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and
atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of MBE grown Bi2 Se3
(grown on sapphire). Additional characterizations of the Bi2 Se3
are shown in more detail in the Supplementary Information. The
images show the short step edge assisted growth at different
stages. It starts with a short step edge which ends at a pair of
opposite screw cores (labeled No. 1 in Figure 6a). Figure 6e is
the height profile along the line in Figure 6d. The step-edge drop
of ∼ 1 nm corresponds to the thickness of a Bi2 Se3 monolayer.
However, on the other side, the upper layer slopes down continuously into the underlying layer, indicating a climb-up of the step
edge, forming a new layer over the other edge now hidden below.
Given a long enough growth time, a complete new layer will grow
following this mechanism (Figure 6f). If the cores, or the centers
of the screw dislocation, have a longer separation distance, the
two spirals will grow independently until they are in contact, after which the outer and lower layers will be absent of spiral lines
(Figure 6c).
Unlike the grouping of screw dislocations with like sign, screw
dislocations with opposite signs are strongly correlated, and attract each other 66 . This makes the coupling of opposite screw
dislocations energetically more favorable. When the cores are
closer than the step width of the spiral, both the inner circles with
separate spirals and the defect itself become less obvious, and the
entire domain will assume a closed-loop growth into concentric
triangles, with both the size and the layer number increasing (Figure 5b). As previously mentioned, in the epitaxy of materials that
should stack in an AB sequence, it is common to observe multilayer growth with concentric triangles, implying a stacking that
breaks the inversion symmetry. The cause of the formation of this
meta-stable configuration has not been deduced previously. Un6|
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der chalcogen deficient conditions, concentric multilayer growth
of the TMDs can be observed, due to the simultaneous nucleation and growth on the high metal clusters 23 (Figure 1a). However, even under chalcogen-rich conditions that promote spiral
growth 49 , concentric triangles can also be observed (circled in
Figure 1b), indicating a different mechanism. The above discussions provide one possible cause for this meta-stable configuration. The close-looped growth results in the lateral growth of
the outer rings and also the vertical growth of the inner rings,
the latter of which is responsible for the generation of new layers. Similar to the case with a single screw dislocation, limited by
continuous spiral growth without rotational operations, all layers
generated will conform to the original orientation and establish
AA stacking. Domains grown following this mechanism share the
feature that each new layer is generated in the same spot, therefore all the triangle layers have the same geometrical center.
It is natural that a defective substrate can be the source of dislocations that nucleate and propagate in the epi-film. However,
several evidences also indicate such defects can be generated in
a flake during its growth, in addition to those from the substrate.
First, the spiral growth of the layered chalcogenides can be observed on almost all types of substrates (HOPG, sapphire, SiO2 ,
etc.) 40,42,45,49,50,53,55,56 , and the observed spiral density in the
resulting flakes is significantly higher than the dislocation density
of these substrates. More importantly, it has been reported that
the experimental conditions, especially a high chalcogen-metal
ratio of the precursors, can influence the generation of the spiral
growth for both TMDs and Bi2 Se3 45,49,67 . These evidences together strongly indicate that screw dislocations can be generated
during the growth of the material, referred to as “growth dislocations” 68 . Next, we will use density functional theory to examine
the origins of growth dislocations (and their combinations) in the
atomistic scale.
3.3 Generation of growth dislocations
The generation of screw dislocations involves a climb-up mechanism. For structures without inversion symmetry within a monolayer, such as 2H-TMDs, the climb-up mechanism starts from the
encountering of a pair of edges with different growth rates, as
described earlier (Figure 4). Although different in reactivity, the
two types of edges are both chalcogen rich. When the two edges
are adjacent, they essentially constitute a line of metal vacancies (Figure 7a). Due to the re-configuration of the edges, the
linear accumulation of metal vacancies is more stable than the
sparse distribution of individual vacancies (Figure 7b-d). The
high formation energy of metal vacancies and the requirement
of full chalcogenization determine that they can only be formed
under chalcogen rich growth conditions. It is also noted that the
chalcogenized metal zigzag edge can stabilize itself via chalcogen
dimerization. The infinitely long edge (or the part of a long edge
away from its end points) can be stabilized more effectively via
vertical dimerization, while exerting a strain perpendicular to the
vacancy line (Figure 7d). Near the end points of the line vacancy,
however, limited by the spatial constraint, the dangling chalcogen
atoms can only form planar dimers, which exert contraction along
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Fig. 7 (a) The linear alignment of metal vacancies constitutes the encountering of two edges with different growth rate (cf. Figure 4a). (b) When
the linear arrangement of metal vacancies has finite length, the metal zigzag edge restructure via planar dimerization, with tension along the vacancy
line. (c) Change of the formation energy of linearly arranged metal vacancies in monolayer MoS2 with respect to the linear length. Two reference lines
are also plotted: top: the formation energy of sparsely arranged metal vacancies; Bottom: formation energy of infinitely long linearly arranged metal
vacancies without terminations. (d) The infinite linear vacancy further stabilizes itself via vertical dimerization, with compression perpendicular to the
vacancy line. (e) The in-line and vertical strain together cause corrugation that leads to the defects in Figure 5.
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the vacancy line (Figure 7b). This restructuring makes the stable configuration for an adatom (or attached group) on the edge
different from its lattice site. An energy barrier exists for its reconfiguration from the adsorption site back to the lattice site. Our
MoS2 DFT calculation shows that, due to the differences of the activation energies, the growth rate of the chalcogen zigzag edge is
much higher than that of the (chalcogenized) metal zigzag edge
(see the Supporting Information for details). The difference in
the growth rate of the two adjacent edges, assisted by the creaseinducing strain, promotes the climb-up of the faster edge (Figure 7e). The climb-up mechanism is facilitated by three factors.
Firstly, the material must intrinsically consist of edges with different growth rates. Secondly, a chalcogen-rich condition causes
the formation of linearly aligned metal vacancies, which forms a
pair of adjacent asymmetric edges. Finally, a high growth rate
facilitates the fast-growing edge to override the slow and stable
edge. Edge lift-up and the subsequent multilayer growth can also
be observed in grain boundaries 12,13,39,69 . However, the multilayer growth driven by an in-grain step edge is a unique case as
it provides additional assistive strain and guarantees interlayer
alignment.
For structures with monolayer inversion symmetry, such as
1T-TMDs and Bi2 Se3 , the climb-up mechanism is more straightforward. Similar to 2H-TMDs, the linear alignment of metal
vacancies is preferable compared to sparsely distributed vacancies. However, due to the existence of inversion symmetry within
the monolayer, the dimerization tendency of dangling chalcogen
atoms is resolved between the two adjacent edges (Figure 8). The
inter-edge dimerization naturally causes edge lift-up and generate a line of chalcogen dangling bonds. When the line of dangling
bonds is ended on both side, it will form the Frank-Read core like
for 2H-TMDs. For more detailed analysis, please refer to the Supporting Information.
The linearly aligned metal vacancies can be formed from the
evolution of film voids under deposition. As a qualitative demonstration, kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulation 36 of the growth
of a TMD from an in-flake void is performed (see Supporting Information for details). The simulation shows that, under deposition conditions, a void will shrink in size. Although the formation
of smaller holes are more intuitive, linearly aligned metal vacancies can also be naturally formed. In addition to the two anticipated configurations, another type of defect can be observed from
the simulation: two vacancy lines can join and form a 120◦ angle.
This structure also agrees with the proposed lift-up mechanism:
in-line contraction at the ends of the line, together with the outof-line repulsion, under kinetic perturbation, leads to the lift-up
of one edge over the other, forming a Frank-Read source.
For the layered materials, the energy expense of a screw dislocation is very different from traditional 3D materials. The energy
of a screw dislocation increases linearly with the core length, but
only logarithmically with the ridge length, which is often underpinned by the grain size. As a result, for traditional bulk materials, the formation of a screw dislocation is more strongly influenced by its depth than its length. For a layered material, due
to the weak interaction between layers, a newly generated screw
dislocation does not penetrate to the underlying layers, switching
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the role of the screw dislocation from a bulk defect into a surface defect. When the line of metal voids is embedded within a
grain, it constitutes a short step edge (Figure 5a, Figure 6a), and
results in the multilayer growth of concentric triangles. If the defect line goes through the domain edge, it forms a single screw
and causes the multilayer spiral growth. In either way, the layer
number increases indefinitely as the lateral grain size increases.
Although spiral growth can produce new crystal structures with
various properties, this inability to limit the layer number, and
the fact that it always produces a mixture of different spiral structures, indicates that this growth mode must be avoided to produce
uniform large-area layered materials with a controlled number of
layers. Similar to other defect-driven nucleation-growth mechanisms, the quality of the substrate sets the baseline of the defect
level. However, since screw dislocations can also be generated by
a fast growth rate in a chalcogen rich environment, to avoid spiral growth, both the growth rate and the chalcogen-to-metal ratio
need to be limited during deposition. This is especially important
in the early nucleation and growth stages. Once a screw dislocation is formed, it will promote continuous multilayer growth, and
cannot be annihilated. However, chalcogen deficiency also results
in multilayer growth, due to the clustering of metal atoms, especially refractory metals such as tungsten. A recent study shows
that extrinsic particles can also generate Frank-Read source 68 ,
which explains the similar concentric triangular morphology (Figure 1a). Therefore, there is a “chalcogen-flux window”, instead of
a “chalcogen-flux threshold”, that, along with a controlled growth
rate and low-defect substrate, enables controlled layer-by-layer
growth for the layered chalcogenides. The actual chalcogen-flux
window is subject to the specific epitaxy method and experimental conditions such as temperature and the selection of substrate
and precursors. The quantitative determination of the chalcogenflux window for specific cases will be an important continuation
of this work. This work, together with our previous investigations,
has determined the extrema outside the margin: an insufficient
chalcogen flux causes metal clustering, and an excess flux causes
spiral growth and/or fractals. Although fractal structures are rich
in pairs of adjacent asymmetric edges, the relation between fractal and spiral growth is thus far still unclear, and will be studied in
future works. With the mitigation of the defect-driven multilayer
growth mechanism, the growth of the 2D compounds returns to
a layer-by-layer scheme. Although less favorable, the layer-bylayer growth scheme can also cause multilayer growth. 35,70 . Its
mechanism of secondary nucleation and homoepitaxy are better
understood as van der Waals epitaxy. Our previous studies have
demonstrated that the homogeneous nucleation can be mitigated
by a higher substrate temperature and a low growth rate 23,36 ,
which also applies to the secondary homogeneous nucleation.

4 Conclusion
In conclusion, this work has explored the various morphologies
of spiral structures observed in the epitaxial growth of layered
chalcogenides and decomposed them into the combination of
screw-dislocation-driven growth mechanisms. In addition to the
reported morphologies, the simulation predicts a spiral growth
mode with close-looped outer rings, which was experimentally
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Fig. 8 The top view (a,b) and side view (c,d) of Bi2 Se3 with linearly arranged metal vacancies, before (a,c) and after (b,d) structural optimization through
chalcogen dimerization across the vacancy line. Metal atoms (Bi) are represented by gray orbs, and chalcogen atoms (Se) by yellow orbs. Lift-up of
one edge is observed after chalcogen dimerization (d), with a line of dangling bonds exposed (red arrow) as nucleation site.
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confirmed for the first time. The proposed mechanism explains
the multilayer growth of layered chalcogenides that defies prior
theoretical expectation. The formation of the screw dislocation
during growth is caused by the dimerization tendency of the
chalcogen atoms. This mechanism is transferrable to other materials systems with the similar tendency. Based on these results,
we propose that for the layer-number-controlled epitaxy of layered chalcogenides, an upper limit on chalcogen-metal ratio exists, which makes the growth condition window narrower than
typically expected.

5 Methods
5.1 Phase-field method
The code is written in C language. The numerical integration
is performed over a 2,000 × 2,000 square grid. Equation (1) is
integrated using the forward Euler method, and Equation (2) is
integrated with the Crank-Nicolson method, accelerated by the
SuiteSparse packages 71 . The zero-flux boundary condition is
used.

5.2 Density functional theory calculations
The density functional theory simulation is performed with the
Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Packages (VASP) 72 . The projector
augmented wave potential 73 with Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof exchange correlation function 74 is used in the calculations. The
wavefunction expansion cut-off energy is 400 eV, and the convergence criteria for electronic and ionic relaxation are 1 × 10−4
eV and 1 × 10−3 eV, respectively. The integration over the first
Brillouin zone is performed with a 1 × 2 × 1 Monkhorst-Pack kpoint mesh. Rectangular supercells with 60 and 120 MoS2 formula units are used in the calculation of the formation energy of
Mo vacancies.

5.3 Kinetic Monte Carlo simulation
The KMC simulation follows the method described in the reference 36 with the parameters calculated via first-principles in our
previous work 30 . The simulations start from a circular void, and
are performed under chalcogen-rich conditions (see the Supporting Information for more details).

5.4 MOCVD growth of WSe2
Tungsten selenide is synthesized on (0001)-oriented sapphire
substrates using tungsten hexacarbonyl and dimethylselenium
precursors in a vertical cold wall reactor using an H2 carrier gas.
The samples were heated to 500◦ C and annealed for 15 min to
drive off any water vapor. Subsequently, samples are heated to
800◦ C for synthesis of the WSe2 . Upon reaching growth temperature the tungsten hexacarbonyl and dimethylselenium are introduced into the reaction chamber. Growth took place at 700 Torr
and growth times were 30 min. The optimal Se/W precursor ratio
for synthesis was approximately 20,000.
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5.5 MBE growth and the characterization of Bi2 Se3
The Bi2 Se3 thin films were grown by molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE) in a V.G. Semicon V80H deposition chamber. C-plane sapphire substrates were purchased from University Wafer and ultrasonically cleaned in acetone, methanol, and isopropyl alcohol for
10 minutes each prior to loading into the MBE system. The sapphire samples were annealed at 600 ◦ C for 90 min, and 750 ◦ C
for 10 min to degas and clean the surface before being cooled to
the growth temperature. The Bi2 Se3 growth chamber is equipped
with two Knudsen effusion cells for the evaporation of elemental Se and Bi, and in situ reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) for characterization during growth. The sources
were outgassed for 2 hours prior to the initiation of the Bi2 Se3
deposition. During the growth process, the chamber pressure was
maintained at ∼ 4 × 10−10 mbar, and the resulting deposition rate
was 1.2 nm/min. Raman spectra acquisition was performed using
a Renishaw confocal Raman system. The laser excitation wavelength was 532 nm, with a laser power of 0.22 mW and a spot
size of roughly 500 nm. X-ray diffraction peaks were identified
by performing out-of-plane scans with a Rigaku Ultima-III X-Ray
Diffractometer system. TEM cross-sectional samples were made
by FIB-SEM Nova 200 with a lift-out method. A JEM-ARM200F
transmission electron microscope operated at 200vkV with probe
aberration corrector was used for Bi2 Se3 cross-section imaging.
Ex-situ STM images were recorded using an Omicron variable
temperature scanning probe microscopy (VT-SPM) integrated
with a preparation chamber, and an X-ray/UV photoelectron spectrometer 75 . The base pressure in the STM chamber was kept in
the ∼ 10−10 mbar range. STM images were recorded at room
temperature using an electrochemically etched W tips, and analyzed using WSxM software. The surface of Bi2 Se3 samples were
protected with a Se cap, removed prior STM by in-situ annealing
at 200 ◦ C for 1 hour. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was accomplished using a monochromated Al Kα source (hν = 1486.7
eV) and an Omicron EA125 hemisphericaalyzer described in detail elsewhere. The XPS spectra were fitted using the curve-fitting
software AAnalyzer 76 .
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